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The careful selection of the finest hardwoods, the use of time honored construction techniques, and the artistry of Stickley's unique finishing process combine to create a furniture heirloom that will maintain its beauty and value for generations.

Discover the Stickley Difference.
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Strength in Our Roots, Makes Us Stronger Today.

Since we opened our doors over 90 years ago, Crown City Hardware has committed itself to providing the most extensive collection of restoration, decorative and antique hardware coupled with unparalleled customer service. From the modest bungalow, to a period movie set, to everything in between, our vast collection now encompasses over 100,000 hardware items in a wide range of prices, design periods and finishes all supported by our expert service.

We invite you to shop our collection via the web, catalog or store:
www.restoration.com • The Crown City Collection Vol. 7 • 1047 N. Allen Ave., Pasadena, CA

CROWN CITY HARDWARE
“Get lost in the details”

Photos from our Pasadena store and an actual customer quote: “This is not a hardware store, it’s hardware heaven!”
What does it mean to be modern?

That’s the thematic question in the curriculum this year at my son’s school. They’re not referring to cell phone use, but rather life and expectations since the Renaissance. I asked Peter if the concept of Comfort had come up—comfort being a modern construct. I rattled on about Witold Rybczynski’s books, the paintings of Vermeer . . . Peter feigned snoring.

“Sense of place” is another theme. (The class is going to France in the spring.) Peter knows Gloucester, its ocean coves and its Federal and Azorean church buildings and its ungentrified streets of small Italianate houses behind downtown. Last week we drove into the almost-completed new strip mall off the rotary, until last year terminal moraine, now all macadam and generic post-Modern facades. Peter said, “This is kinda scary. You have no idea you’re in Gloucester.” Ah, this is what it means to be modern.

Although our French exchange student, soon to arrive, has indicated an interest in shopping at The Mall (18 miles up the line), we won’t be taking her to this new one, as it is of less memorable interest than the working waterfront and the historical museum, the granite quarries and famous ocean boulevard with its man at the wheel and the rocky poppled coast . . . and City Hall with its WPA murals and the wooden footbridge toward the dunes and Dogtown with its motto-inscribed boulders and just about everything else on the North Shore.

I am at a bar at Dulles Airport, relieved that this time the delay to Logan is only two hours. The well-lit space behind the burglar bars is called Max and Erma’s. Model airplanes hang from the pseudo-tin ceiling, and on the back wall hang blown-up snapshots of “the real Max and Erma”: nostalgia in this place of constant movement and anonymity. I wish I were in Columbus, Ohio, in that neighborhood bar of many years past, with Max and Erma. I hope they got lots of dough.

Patricia Poore
letters@oldhouseinteriors.com
10 Harbor Rd.
Gloucester, MA 01930
When it comes to saving our historic places, the National Trust for Historic Preservation trusts Valspar. Discover more at valspar.com/HistoricColors. The beauty goes on.
Brass is Best

Here's another reason to love sunflower shower heads: scientists have discovered that plastic shower heads appear to harbor pathogenic bacteria at a greater rate than all-metal ones. The study, conducted by researchers at the University of Colorado at Boulder, found that a rise in pulmonary infections in the United States may be linked to pathogens in the water people inadvertently drink while showering. (The bacteria clump together in slimy biofilms that cling to the inside of the showerhead, reports Jenny Leonard on the science web site Furturity.org)

What to do? Besides taking baths more frequently than showers, check your showerhead for evidence of bacteria. If you find it, don't try bleach to clean it: these bugs are chlorine-resistant and will grow back. The best solution may be to swap out a showerhead with plastic jets for something in a nice solid brass. —MEP

Chic at Winterthur

"Chic It Up!"—the annual design conference at Winterthur—focuses on design of the 1940s this year. Experts at the Nov. 13 event will address topics ranging from the influence of World War II on American decorative arts and design, the changing styles of houses and gardens after the war, and the importance of new materials. Speakers include Pauline C. Metcalf, Donald Albrecht, Jennifer Carlquist, James B. Garrison, Ralph Harvard, and Allan Greenberg, along with Winterthur experts Tom Savage, Jeff Groff, and Maggie Lidz. Registration fee ($225 to $275) includes nine lectures, lunch, and dinner. (800) 448-3883, winterthur.org —MEP

AUTHENTIC DESIGNS is nearly 50 years old, but it wasn’t always based in bucolic Vermont. Now managed by Michael Krauss and his wife, Maria Peregrine, Authentic Designs was born when Michael’s father, Danny, couldn’t find authentic reproductions for the 1816 farmhouse he was restoring in Great Neck, New York. So Danny began making his own lighting, basing the designs on antiques found at auctions and flea markets—something the company still does 90 percent of the time. After years in a tiny space in Manhattan, the company moved to a toothpick factory in tiny West Rutland, Vermont, where it remains today. All fixtures are made as authentically as possible from traditional materials like copper, brass, terne (a combination of lead and tin), and wood turned on lathes. “We try to do as much of the work as we can on the old machinery,” says Michael. “It gives you a better look and more closely approximates the old lighting.” Because everything is built one at a time, any design can be built to scale. The shop is a small one, and employees share in most tasks, from crafting rod arms to repairing machinery, even chopping firewood and gardening. “We make an effort of cross-train people and make sure they aren’t feeling like machines,” Michael says. “People genuinely enjoy what they’re doing here.”

Authentic Designs, (800) 844-9416, authenticdesigns.com —MEP

There are some things that are hideous that are absolutely valuable.
You have to remember that 100 years ago, people also had poor taste.

— ADAM WATSON, PW VINTAGE LIGHTING, INTERVIEWED ON SEPT. 17, 2009
Adorned with your choice of nickel, copper or brass, each custom built Elmira Stove Works appliance is true to its era, while offering the performance and features found in the most modern kitchen appliances. Elmira Stove Works sets the standard for superior quality, design and customization.

Gas, electric, wood-burning or dual fuel.

Let us build one for you.

ElmiraStoveWorks.com
1 800 295 8498
Apostles of Beauty
Showcasing world-class collections with roots in the Chicago area, "Apostles of Beauty: Arts and Crafts from Britain to Chicago" opens at the Art Institute of Chicago Nov. 7. The show, the first in 30 years at the Institute, includes work by some of the movement's most notable figures, from William Morris and Charles Robert Ashbee to Gustav Stickley and Frank Lloyd Wright. About half the pieces in the show have never been previously exhibited. Presented thematically, items are drawn from the Institute's own collections as well as the Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio, Crab Tree Farm, the Smart Museum, and private collections. The exhibition is accompanied by a lavishly illustrated, full-color catalog that explores different aspects of the movement in five essays authored by the museum's curators. Art Institute of Chicago, through Jan. 31, 2010, (312) 443-3600, artic.edu/aic

A silver and enamel rose bowl designed by Archibald Knox for Liberty & Co., 1902.

Roseland Cottage, the pitch-perfect Andrew Jackson Downing cottage in Woodstock, Connecticut, was the summer home of the Henry Chandler Bowen family. Built in 1846, the National Register landmark has survived virtually intact, from its Gothic Revival furniture, Lincrusta-Walton wall coverings, and diamond-paned stained glass windows to its painstakingly documented coral-pink exterior. Even the boxwood parterre garden is in the same configuration that it was in 1850. The outbuildings are all here, too, including the ice house, the garden house, and a carriage barn with bowling alley. The Bowens entertained three presidents at Roseland Cottage: Ulysses S. Grant, Benjamin Harrison, and Rutherford B. Hayes. Only Grant visited while he was in office; he spent a night there despite the fact that Bowen (a teetotaler) forbade drinking and smoking in his home. On Dec. 6, visitors can experience what the holidays were like for the family of Roseland Cottage: The house will be decorated based on a written account of a Christmas celebration in 1887. Events include a reading from Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" and holiday music. Admission is free, and refreshments will be served. Roseland Cottage, Rt. 169, Woodstock, CT, (860) 928-4074, historicnewengland.org
It’s all about the finish™...

The Highest Quality ~ The Lowest Toxicity
Polymerized Tung Oil Wood Finishes
For Floors, Walls, Cabinetry & Fine Furniture
Use on any Wood or Porous Stone
Formulated for Interior and Exterior Applications

SUTHERLAND WELLES LTD.®
TOLL FREE 800-322-1245
www.tungoilfinish.com

Don’t miss
- **DELAWARE ANTIQUES SHOW,** Nov. 6–8, Chase Center on the Riverfront, Winterthur, DE. (800) 488-3883, winterthur.org
- **“A GALLERY OF AMERICAN CLASSIC FURNISHINGS,”** Nov. 14-15, Wilton, CT. Featuring the work of eight decorative artists in the early American field. New England Historical Connection, (203) 761-8646, nehistoricalconnection.com
- **“DECO THE HALLS,”** Dec. 5-6, Concourse Exhibition Center, San Francisco. Arts & Crafts through 1970s, on sale. (650) 599-DECO, artdecosale.com

Pottery in Newark
A new exhibition at the Newark Museum explores the emergence of studio pottery during the flowering of the Arts & Crafts movement. “100 Masterpieces of Art Pottery, 1880–1930” is a showcasing of treasures from the museum’s collection, including American and Native American as well as European and Asian ceramics. The museum began acquiring ceramics in 1910, the same year that it opened its exhibition entitled “Modern American Pottery.” The Craftsman Farms Foundation will offer a curator’s tour on Nov. 5, led by the Newark Museum’s distinguished curator of decorative arts, Ulysses Dietz. Tickets are $45 and include lunch, with discounts for foundation members. Through Jan. 10, 2010, Newark Museum, (973) 596-6550, newarkmuseum.org
LONDONDERRY BRASSES, LTD.

When Authenticity Counts
Fine Brass Hardware

P.O. Box 415 • Cochranville, PA 19330
Phone: (610) 593-6239 • Fax: (610) 593-4788

www.londonderry-brasses.com
E-mail: londonderry@epix.net

For a fully illustrated catalog send $15 or call to charge
PA Residents add 6% sales tax

PERIOD HOME COLLECTIONS
Redefine your home

THE COSMOPOLITAN COLLECTION
CIRCA 1940

HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE

Discover all 15 collections online at www.HOAH.biz
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PERSIAN CARPET

The most authentic and beautiful carpets in the Arts & Crafts tradition come from our looms to your floor.

Call us for a dealer in your area
800.333.1801

WWW.PERSIANCARPET.COM
Furnishings

by Mary Ellen Polson

Faience Fleuri

Painted freehand in the famous Quimper brush stroke, Fleuri Royal fluted plates come in sizes from 7" to 11". Prices range from $57 to $94 per handmade plate. The 8" faience hen in complementary colors is $197. For a retailer, contact HB-Henriot, (860) 435-2032, quimperfaience.com

Laundry to Order

Cabinets from the versatile Quest line are configured in knotty alder in a custom-stained green in this laundry room. The design includes hamper bins, pull-out folding tables, and perforated metal inserts on cabinet fronts. For a custom quote, contact Crystal Cabinet Works, (800) 347-5045, crystalcabinets.com

New Bamboo

Adapted from a 19th-century print, the Bamboo Papers feature a traditional Japanese symbol of good luck. The papers are available in 30 color combinations and two pattern sizes, and are made with eco-friendly paints. For a dealer, contact (212) 752-5544, Farrow & Ball, farrow-ball.com

Lots more in the Design Center at designcentersourcebook.com
For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their projects with accent elements created by the DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION. Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced in varied materials. • Readily installed by tradespeople and do-it-yourselfers.
• Uses: period restoration, remodeling, new building projects.
• $35.00 for our six book set of illustrated catalogs.

DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION
3610 SOUTH MORGAN, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(3) 773-847-6300 • (F) 773-847-6357 • www.decoratorsupply.com

I just can't seem to get those heat registers out of my mind!
A cornucopia of Craftsman style items, with an abundance of exceptional heating vents!
509-535-5098

www.Crafthome.com

Handcrafted & Maintenance-Free
Atlantic Premium Shutters
Custom Made Operable Shutters
Constructed from Modern Composite Materials
Unlimited Colors • 15 Year Finish Warranty
Lifetime Structural Warranty
1-800-470-0685
www.customshuttercompany.com
Fresh from the Forge

With decorative details like heart, leaf, ram’s horn, or scroll finials, this hand-forged towel holder works in bath or kitchen. In right- or left-hand versions, the towel rod sells for $39.75. From Historic Housefitters, (800) 247-4111, historichousefitters.com

Ode to Rome

The Pantheon sink replicates the remarkable coffered ceiling of the namesake monument in hand-chased cast bronze. The sink comes in 14” and 17” round versions, plus a large oval size. It’s priced from $1,200 to $1,700. From Linkasink, (866) 395-8377, linkasink.com

En Suite

Banbury bath accessories mix and match effortlessly with water-saving fittings from the same line. In the nickel finish, towel bars and rings cost $28.30 to $40.60. A toilet paper holder is $38.30. The robe hook costs $19.75. All from Moen, (800) 289-6636, moen.com

Mercurial Mirror

With options ranging from crisp white paint to Ellis-style inlays, the Edison medicine chest suits baths of many period styles. Prices begin at $479.95 for a small chest in quarter-sawn oak. (Add $105 for a beveled mirror.) From Mission Furnishings, (908) 930-5583, missionfurnishings.com

Deco Mirror

A reflection of the luxury of Art Deco Paris, the Monarque mirror is framed by two fluted ceramic insets accented with raised top knobs. It measures 26½” x 19½”. In polished nickel or six other finishes, it retails for $2,043. From Herbeau, (800) 547-1608, herbeau.com

Lots more in the Design Center at designcentersourcebook.com
SQUIRREL AND BLACKBIRD
CFA WYSEY
WIDTH 21 INCHES * 7 1/2 INCHES 8 1/2 FT
WWW.TRUSTWORTHY.COM
508 746 1847

AMERICAN RESTORATION TIlE, INC.

Manufacturer of
Custom Historical Tile
11416 Otter Creek South Road
Mabelvale, AR 72103
501.455.1000

- Hexagon
- 3/4" Square
- ...all other historical sizes!
Visit our Web site:
www.restorationtile.com

Ephraim Faience Pottery
IT'S MORE THAN POTTERY. IT'S A LIFESTYLE.

Give a gift
that will be
treasured for a
lifetime.

Making the finest quality
art pottery by hand in
America since 1996
Catalog online at
www.ephraimpottery.com
or call 1-888-704-POTS

CROWNPOINT CABINERY
Handcrafted. Period.
Period styling.
Handcrafted to the finest quality.
800-999-4994 * www.crown-point.com

Hand selected woods. Hand fitted joinery.
Hand applied finishes. Handcrafted custom cabinetry.
The perfect fit for your period home.

Trustworth Studios Wallpaper

Visit our Web site:
www.restorationtile.com

CROWNPOINT CABINERY
Handcrafted. Period.
Period styling.
Handcrafted to the finest quality.
800-999-4994 * www.crown-point.com

Hand selected woods. Hand fitted joinery.
Hand applied finishes. Handcrafted custom cabinetry.
The perfect fit for your period home.
Colonial Revival Style

Double Electric

Electrified candle sconces, with or without shades, are a hallmark of Colonial Revival homes. The Georgian Revival double candle sconce is available in 12 finishes for $440. Add silk shades for $40 to $70 per pair. From Brass Light Gallery, (800) 243-9595, brasslight.com

Vine and Flower

Flower wallpapers (some based on colonial originals) were highly popular during the Colonial Revival. Virginia Creeper comes in five colorways: blue, green, rose, gold, and sandstone, all on cream. A double roll retails for about $126. From Historic Style, (250) 592-4916, historicstyle.com

Maple Beauty

Inspired by a 19th-century original found in rural New England, the Vermont Farmhouse Bed in tiger maple features a “rolling pin” 62” high headboard. The low-post bed sells for $4,350 in the queen size. From Leonard’s New England, (888) 336-8585, leonardsdirect.com

Country Oak

Distressed oak flooring is reclaimed from barn wood and available as straight-edged, tongue-and-groove, or shiplap boards. Random-width, random-length red and white oak costs about $6.25 per square foot. From Carlson’s Barnwood, (800) 734-5824, carlsonsbarnwood.com

Bunny of a Kind

Inspired by bunnies that appear out of hedgerows on summer evenings, the Cape Cod Rabbit rug is hand-hooked in hand-dyed wool on linen. The one-of-a-kind rug measures 20” x 30”. Similar custom rugs cost about $700. From Annie Hayes Primitive Hooked Rugs, (607) 435-3468, anniehayesrugs.com
Acorn Pendant

From the new Schoolhouse Collection, the Rochelle Mini Pendant is a reproduction of an early electric design. Hand-finished in burnished copper, it's fitted with a floral and scallop-patterned "acorn" shade in white opal glass. The fixture lists for $189.95. From Meyda Tiffany, (800) 222-4009, meyda.com

Amish Country

With voluptuous turned legs, the Savannah table in maple offers ample seating with its two self-storing leaves. The table retails for about $2,275. Coordinating chairs are $485 each. For a dealer, contact Simply Amish, (217) 268-4504, simplyamish.com

Georgian Revival

The moldings, staircase, paneling, and other trim in this new Georgian Revival are exact replicas of Georgian millwork from a 1733 home in Maryland. For a custom quote on your project, contact Hull Historical Millwork, (817) 332-1495, hullhistorical.com

Revival Classics

Crystal knobs and rope molding are Revival signatures. The Hartford entrance set from Brass Accents features a Schlage keyway. The plate measures 2½" x 10¼". In polished brass, it sells for $318.95. From Signature Hardware, (866) 855-2284, signaturehardware.com

Lots more in the Design Center at designcentersourcebook.com
“I Got It at Auction”  
BY CHARITY VOGEL  
Here’s my can’t-miss guide to scoring unique furnishings for your old house in an unexpected place: the live auction!

UNLESS YOU’RE LUCKY enough to have inherited an ancestral home chockablock with priceless antiques (in which case I don’t want to talk to you), you know this feeling: the uh-oh sensation that kicks in when you sign the closing papers and wave goodbye to the moving vans. How, you think as you survey the house you've just bought, I ever going to furnish this place?

Old houses (like my Victorian) are big. Old houses may have lots of rooms. Those rooms have weird dimensions and odd shapes and interior spaces that are either cavernous or tiny and not easily furnished. Take it from one who knows: My 1898 Queen Anne has four big bedrooms with narrow doorways opening off a narrower hall (no couches upstairs here!), two miniscule bathrooms, and an ironing room. Yes, you read that right. Ironing. I dare you to try decorating that kind of space with things you find at the mall.

I found that there’s a secret weapon available in the quest to furnish a vintage home without breaking the bank or sacrificing your sanity—and without settling for generic furniture, wall art, light fixtures, and decorative objects. That secret weapon is the live auction.

Don’t be intimidated: Today’s auctions aren’t stuffy, overbearing pavilions of bad taste and ruthless competition. (At least most of them aren’t.) Think of them more as a combination of your favorite antiques boutique and your local Goodwill. Live auctions are growing more and more popular, too—total gross revenues across the country in 2007 totaled $270.7 billion, according to the National Auctioneers Association, a figure that jumped 5.3 percent from the year before and which has been increasing steadily over the past decade.

What can be found at auction? How about vintage chandeliers, antique hand-woven rugs, marble-topped tables, writing desks and highboys and chifforobes and immigrant trunks? Plus any sort of item of daily life from all periods, from butter churns to Beatles trading cards to Fiestaware pitchers.

All you need is the spirit to give it a try—and guidance to help you through your first auction experience. Demystify the process and you’ll have fun and score some cool stuff for your vintage home. Trust me: There is nothing like making off with a glass-fronted, turn-of-the-century barrister’s bookcase for $60 to get your blood racing.

Attend one auction using the tips on the following page, and you’ll return again and again. That old house will be full in no time at all. The best part is, every piece is guaranteed to come with a story—the story of how you found it at auction.
Come See the Best Collection of Historically Accurate Products for Old House Restoration and Renovation Found Anywhere!

Chicago Navy Pier
Conference: April 7-10, 2010
Exhibition: April 9-10, 2010

The Traditional Building Exhibition and Conference is the largest, most comprehensive learning and networking event for people who love old houses and period interiors.

Choose from 65 seminars, workshops, architectural tours and craftsmanship demonstrations on topics such as historic architecture, old house restoration/renovation, period interior design and landscape design.

See 150 exhibits of historically accurate, authentic, high-end, one of a kind, old house and “new old house” building products. Shop the exhibition hall free or attend seminars and exhibits, affordably.

Join your fellow old-house enthusiasts and traditional building professionals for new products, education and inspiration. Come to Chicago this April!

To register visit: www.traditionalbuildingshow.com or call Carolyn Walsh 781.779.1560
Exhibitor inquiries: adelargy@restoremedia.com or call Anita Delargy 866.566.7840
Speaker inquiries: jhayward@restoremedia.com or call Judy Hayward 802.674.6752

RESTORE MEDIA LLC
1. LOCATE AN AUCTION NEAR YOU. Try asking other old-house owners if they know of such a place; you might even form a small group to check one out together. (See #6 tip.) Your local newspaper also likely carries listings about upcoming auctions; read the classifieds to find them. Or, for a shortcut, visit the website of the National Auctioneers Association (auctioneers.org), which lets you search for live auctions by date, by the category of item you want to find (" antiques," for instance), or geographically, by entering your town or ZIP code. The user-friendly NAA website even provides auction lists and photographs of the items for some of these events. Another useful web site to try: auctionnetwork.com.

2. START WITH A LOW-KEY ENVIRONMENT. Your goal is to find a place that's low-stress and welcoming to newcomers. Luckily, that describes many auction houses nowadays, as auctioneers try to make their events as public-friendly as possible. "We've learned to tone it down. Don't worry, you won't bid on something by scratching your nose!" says Steve Phillips of the Lodge Auction House in Buffalo, New York (thelodgeauction.com), who greets new bidders with a wide smile and a rousing "Welcome to the auction!" Look for a place that makes a pre-printed list of items to be auctioned available, either beforehand on the web or at the door.

3. KNOW YOUR LIMITS. Before you even walk through the door, know how much you are willing to spend to get your feet wet. Twenty dollars? Two hundred dollars? Either is fine, because most auctions open to the general public have items in a wide range of prices. (But be sure to check the auction list to make sure that's the case.) Once you decide on a limit, stick to it. It's easy to get carried away during the proceedings, especially as a newbie. Don't become a cautionary tale by bidding a thousand bucks on a set of Betty Boop drinking glasses that your Aunt Hilda used to have. If you want to master the basic terms you'll be hearing, go to the NAA web site and click on the glossary page, even if you have loads of disposable cash and really, really want them, be sure they fit within your pre-set limit.

4. GO IN PREPARED. Once you get into the swing of the auction, you won't want to leave. Although some events boast snack bars, it's better to bring a granola bar and bottle of water. Other musts: a notebook with the measurements of all rooms, doorways, windows, and walls in your house that you might want to furnish; a tape measure, so you can check any tempting pieces for size; a pen or two; your checkbook and credit card, in addition to cash; and a cell phone. Also pack bubble wrap and boxes or bags if you plan to buy anything delicate or hard to carry.

5. CHECK OUT ITEMS BEFORE THE BIDDING STARTS. Most auctions will let you do that in a specified period before the bid-calling begins; some, like the Lodge in Buffalo, even set aside a separate day earlier in the week for interested potential bidders to inspect the items up close. "People can come in a look at things, go home and do their research, and then come back and bid," says Phillips. The best auctions will want you to be as educated and empowered as possible when the bidding begins—but in the end, the responsibility lies with you. At an auction, it's caveat emptor: buyer beware. "Once you bid on it, it's yours," says Chris Longly at the NAA, which represents more than 6,000 auctioneers and is based in Overland Park, Kansas. "You can't come back and say, 'Look, there's a scratch on this.' Ninety-nine percent of auctions have an 'as is—where is' clause, no contingencies and no warranties. So you need to do your homework."

6. TAKE A GUT-CHECK FRIEND. This one is self-explanatory. Besides making the outing itself more enjoyable, having a friend or family member along gives you a second opinion on potential purchases, and can remind you about your spending limits in the heat of the moment. Take someone with a level head and common sense; then, when they tell you don't need that 14-box collection of Doris Day memorabilia, listen.

7. ASK TO HEAR THE GROUND RULES. Most auctions operate on the same basic principles, according to the same basic rules. "Auctions are about turning assets into cash, rapidly," says Longly. Expect things to move quickly, at least until you get used to the sound and feel of it. Ask for a list of auction rules and conditions. Don't be intimidated by the auctioneer's chant, which is just a call-and-response singsong meant to entertain the audience and move the goods along as quickly as possible. If you want to master the basic terms you'll be hearing, go to the NAA web site and click on the glossary page, or check out the Complete Idiot's Guide to Live Auctions, a 352-page guidebook published by the NAA and available for $17.

8. DRIVE A TRUCK OR SUV. JUST IN CASE. You might go in wanting a set of 1940s-era Jadite bakeware and then spot the vintage Hoosier cabinet that will finish the kitchen. That's not gonna fit in your purse. Go prepared. You probably have to leave with everything you buy; later pick-ups often aren't allowed. Learn from me: the day you drive your sister's Yugo to auction is the day you spot the armoire of your dreams.
MY OWN EARLY AUCTION FINDS

Even a very inexpert auction-goer can grab some terrific stuff. Here are the first five things I ever bought at auction:

- **BEER CRATE, $15** At our first auction, my husband spotted a crate (above, right) from the defunct Buffalo Co-Operative Brewing Company (1880 to 1920). We got it for a song, and it’s the perfect size to store chargers and cords for our electronic equipment.

- **PAINTING IN FRAME, $50** A print of an 1870s painting of a young woman in a striped “Centennial Dress” was too good to pass up, and looks great hanging in our parlor. The frame is antique, subtly ornate, and really heavy.

- **SLAG-GLASS LAMP, $80** We wanted a slag-glass lamp forever, but in antique lamp stores they were always $500 to $1,000, way out of our price range. This one (above, left) has one chipped glass panel, easily hidden by turning it to the wall. It’s a beautiful shape: elegantly Victorian, as opposed to overwrought.

- **TABLE FOR LIBRARY, $35** The simple circle top and graceful, double-columned legs of this occasional table (page 20) make it perfect for our library, where it sits next to a wing chair and gets lots of use as a handy spot for tea and books.

- **HAND-WOVEN RUG, $50** Old rugs are fascinating objects that wear their history. Our home has an eclectic assortment of them, some hand-me-downs from grandparents, a few acquired expensively at full price. One hand-woven example with lush colors was a fabulous deal.

—C. Vogel
Beaded board, custom cabinets that take cues from old-fashioned linen drawers and closets, and wainscoted tubs harken back to the 1890s or 1910s. But these elements have been revived in a clean and modern way with updated fittings. The contemporary lines of built-ins are often based on cottage, Shaker, and Arts & Crafts-period interiors.

Take the bisque-yellow bathroom above—is it in an old house or new? It’s part of a master suite in a reproduction Greek Revival house in Vermont, designed and pre-built by Connor Homes (connorbuilding.com). The beadboard wainscot has been adapted to create a skirt for the drop-in tub. White-painted cabinets have traditional panel doors, and the classic medicine cabinet is finished with crown molding. Black iron accents in the hardware and lighting create a white, black, and buff color...
Coast Cottage

Befitting a new house in the Arts & Crafts spirit, this room is a fresh take on those beadboard bathrooms of summer cottages and bungalows. Designed by Richard Bubnowski for his own family, the house in Point Pleasant on the New Jersey shore is at once old-fashioned and new, with a pleasant coastal feel.

Beaded board run horizontally has precedent in many a seaside cottage; here the white paint gives it a contemporary look. The five-panel "bungalow" door is installed as a slider to save room. Vessel sinks are modern while alluding to washstand bowls; functional spigots have a retro presence mounted in the wall. Cherry wood cabinets with nickel pulls and the 1¼" Durango stone countertop are timeless. — RICHARD BUBNOWSKI DESIGN, LLC, Point Pleasant Beach, NJ: (732) 701-4900, richardbubnowskidesign.com

TOP: This cottagey bathroom has beadboard, built-ins, and Arts & Crafts lighting—yet the room has a contemporary presence. LEFT: The new seaside house replaced a 1921 tear-down and perfectly fits into the streetscape.
or scheme that has remained popular since the Federal era.

In another house by Connor Homes, this one a Colonial Revival on Lake Champlain, beadboard is treated more formally in the sky-blue bathroom. The tongue-and-groove boards make up panels inset between mullions. Again, the wainscot becomes a tub enclosure. Playing up the virtues of marble and porcelain, the classic blue-and-white scheme echoes the view.

While the core of the bathroom hasn't changed in a hundred years—it's still toilet, sink, and tub—today's baths look more like sitting rooms than washrooms. They are old-fashioned, but in the way of the butler's pantry. The Colonial Revival bathroom shown on the bottom of page 24, by Crown Point Cabinetry (crown-point.com), is a good example. The capacious tub with a view out the round-top window takes the place of window seat or sofa, and the chandelier would be at home in a bedroom. A furniture-quality look comes from the simple paneled tub enclosure and floor-to-ceiling cabinet (with two-sided shelf storage).

Fitted bathrooms are both a contemporary trend and a return to the furniture-like fixtures of late-Victorian times.

THE FITTED BATHROOM, with fixtures treated like furniture and a full suite of trim and moldings, was actually popular in the early days of indoor bathrooms. (Utilitarian, exposed fixtures were a hallmark of the "sanitary" bathrooms of the early 20th century.) Early plumbing catalogs even showed suites of "bath furniture" in styles from Elizabethan to Eastlake. It seems we've come back around to that sensibility.
Know-How

LEFT: Industrial details on the McCoy (one of two new fixtures from Rejuvenation inspired by a classic 1910 “trouble light”) include a cage mounted, cloth-covered cord and a reflector shade.

ABOVE: The Gridiron lantern from Urban Archaeology marries Tudor good looks with explosion-proof styling.

Beauty from Industry

BY MARY ELLEN POLSON

Thanks to a trove of vintage originals, industrial light fixtures have long been popular among restorers. Now they’re inspiring a slew of home-friendly reproductions.

RIGHT, HIGHLY EFFICIENT, and with the beauty that comes when form follows function, industrial lighting from the first half of the 20th century has come into its own. Vintage prismatic, reflector, and “explosion-proof” fixtures are so desirable as architectural antiques that they’ve spawned a mini trend in utilitarian light fixtures for the home. Not only do these new fixtures have the charm of yesteryear, but they’re also affordable enough to buy in multiples.

You are probably already familiar with prismatic lights: large pendants with mold-cast shades of clear ribbed glass (yes, the ribs are actually prisms). Made in great numbers by the Holophane Glass Company (which is why the terms “prismatic” and “Holophane” are sometimes used interchangeably), these fixtures were scientifically designed to direct light where the client wanted it.

The perfect task light for factory floors and offices of the 1920s and ’30s, they also diffuse light upward, creating a pleasant, brightly lit
ABOVE: Reproduction prismatic glass pendants from Wilmette Lighting feature tinted amber glass and come in shapes inspired by industrial fixtures. RIGHT: A brass pendant lamp with pulley from Country Gear Ltd. is a utilitarian take on late-19th-century technology that was usually hidden or seen only in industrial settings.

atmosphere—something many owners of historic homes want when they cook and entertain. “They’re good for kitchens because you get excellent down light,” says Adam Watson of PW Vintage Lighting, who finds and sells vintage Holophane lighting. “But you also get great ambient light out of them.”

Architectural and lighting antiques dealers have been offering prismatics for years, combining the valuable old glass with new fittings as necessary. Reproductions in the prismatic style include ribbed glass shades with “ruffled” edges or designs of different shapes tinted amber, like the ones from Wilmette Lighting. In a new high-tech twist, these lights are intended to be hung as a series from a cutting-edge suspension system.

Another style that’s suddenly widely available uses pendants with solid-color reflector shades. The originals were coated with green or, more rarely, cobalt-blue enamel paint, with a shiny white finish on the shade’s interior. Reproductions come in various shapes, from a small inverted cone to a large inverted dishpan, and are usually available in half a dozen colors, including a shiny silver that recalls mercury glass. Options can include braided or plain cloth-covered cords, as on Rejuvenation’s McCoy pendant. Reflector shades lend themselves to use with reproduction Edison bulbs, which enhance the nostalgic feel.

Perhaps the quirkiest industrial lighting to hit the reproduction market are “explosion-proof” fixtures. Rugged 20th-century versions, developed for use in hazardous industries like coal mining, shipping, or petrochemicals, typically feature housings of caged wire. (Perhaps be-

the BULB dilemma

Despite proposed bans at home (already enacted in Europe) on grounds that they waste energy, chances are the incandescent bulb won’t vanish overnight. Nor will the reproduction Edison bulb, which is available in single, double, and triple loop carbon filament styles, plus numerous other iterations. In fact, it’s never been easier to buy Edison bulbs, often from lighting companies that also sell hard-to-find sizes of compact fluorescents and GU 24s (see the list on page 30.) Be forewarned, however, that Edison-style bulbs tend to give off more heat than light; use them for ambiance, not task lighting.
cause lighting itself can be hazardous, caged lights date back to colonial times; one of the prettiest is the onion lamp.)

The Wiley, a Rejuvenation fixture that celebrates the explosion-proof look, is actually based on a drop cord “trouble finder” light produced by Sears ca. 1910, complete with an oak handle. (Drop cord lights, still in use today, are portable lights that allow a plumber or carpenter to work in tight spaces.) In the 1940s and ’50s, cageless explosion-proof designs were often made out of aluminum or steel with spun aluminum shades, with a caged fitting just around the light source.

Explosion-proof fixtures are prized because they are among the few vintage industrial lights that can be wall mounted. With the new fixtures, that’s no longer a problem: pendant and ceiling-mount designs can easily be adapted with a flush mount or bracket to become utilitarian accents on the wall, at a scale that’s friendly to households everywhere.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
The Wiley from Rejuvenation is a re-creation of an early-20th-century trouble light, with a handle and wire-guard shade. The Hendrix, from Schoolhouse Electric’s Clear line, is the perfect foil for a carbon filament bulb. Schoolhouse Electric’s Union pendant features a clear, horizontally ribbed shade with Streamline styling. The ribbed glass shade from PW Vintage Lighting has a rare mercury finish. The explosion-proof wall light, from PW Vintage Lighting is antique.

UTILITARIAN Fashion
Most of these companies offer reproduction and, in some cases, original industrial lighting fixtures; some offer Edison bulbs or period accessories.

- **AAMSCO** (800) 221-9092, aamsco.com
- **BARN LIGHT ELECTRIC** (800) 407-8784, barnlightelectric.com
- **BRASS LIGHT GALLERY** (800) 243-9595, brasslight.com
- **CITY LIGHTS ANTIQUE LIGHTING** (617) 547-1490, citylights.nu
- **COE STUDIOS** (510) 527-2950, coestudios.com
- **CONANT METAL & LIGHT** (800) 832-4482, conantmetalandlight.com
- **COUNTRY GEAR LTD** (631) 537-7069, countrygearltd.com
- **HI-LITE MFG.** (800) 465-0211, hilitemfg.com
- **PULLEY-LIGHTS** (866) 320-8228, pulley-lights.com
- **PW VINTAGE LIGHTING** (866) 561-3158, pwvintagelighting.com
- **REJUVENATION** (888) 401-1900, rejuvenation.com
- **ROY ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.** (800) 366-3347, royelectric.com
- **SCHOOLHOUSE ELECTRIC** (800) 630-7113, schoolhouseelectric.com
- **SUNDIAL WIRE** (413) 582-6909, sundialwire.com (Cloth-covered electrical wire)
- **URBAN ARCHAEOLOGY** (212) 431-4646, urbanarchaeology.com
- **WILMETTE LIGHTING CO.** (847) 410-4400, wilmettelighting.com

LANTERNs & Beyond
Find utilitarian and other period lighting from these makers.

- **AK EXTERIORS** (800) 253-9837, akexteriors.com
- **AUTHENTIC DESIGNS COLONIAL LIGHTING** (800) 844-9416, authenticdesigns.com
- **BALL AND BALL** (800) 257-3711, ballandball.com
- **BEVOLO GAS & ELECTRIC LIGHTS** (504) 522-9485, bevolocom.
- **CAPE COD LANTERNS** (617) 794-5337, capecodlanterns.com
- **DAHLHAUS LIGHTING** (877) 925-4448, dahlhaus-lighting.com
- **HERwig LIGHTING** (800) 643-9523, herwig.com
- **HOUSE OF TROY** (800) 428-5367, houseoftroy.com
- **HUBBARDTON FORGE** (802) 468-3090, vtforge.com
- **MEYDA TIFFANY** (800) 222-4009, meyda.com
- **OLD CALIFORNIA LANTERN** (800) 577-6679, oldcalifornia.com
- **VINTAGE HARDWARE & LIGHTING** (360) 379-9030, vintagehardware.com
- **VINTAGE LIGHTS** (928) 277-1117, vintagelights.com
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Wide Selection of Timeless and Functional Turn-of-the-Century Industrial Designs

Pulley-Lights

www.Pulley-Lights.com
1-866-320-8228

Vintage Lighting

Traditional and Industrial Lighting from the 1840's to the modern era.

More than 700 items on our website.

www.PWVintageLighting.com 1-866-561-3158
2 State Rd., Great Barrington, MA 01230

Wood Screen Doors

Coppa Woodworking, Inc.
1231 Paraiso Ave., San Pedro, CA 90731
310.548.4142 www.coppawoodworking.com

GORILLA EPOXY

Gorilla Epoxy's gap-filling capabilities and all purpose formula easily bonds steel, wood, aluminum, ceramic and more. Sets in just 5 minutes.

FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS ON PLANET EARTH.®
GORILLA TOUGH

1-800-966-3458 Made in U.S.A.
TIME-TESTED DESIGN, NOT FADS
AND DECORATING ADVICE
YOU CAN REALLY USE

In the midst of gut-wrenching renovation, I planned my someday kitchen, imagined the period-style bathroom I would add, the leather chairs and wicker porch swing and Morris fabrics I would buy. Period design became my passion, which I share with you in the pages of OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS. There's nothing stuffy about decorating history, nothing to limit you. On the contrary, it's artful, quirky, bursting with ideas I couldn't dream up on my most creative day. Armed with knowledge about the period and style of your house, you'll create a personal interior that will stand the test of time... an approach far superior to the fad-conscious advice given in other magazines. Join me. I promise you something different!

PATRICIA POORE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

TO ORDER: Use the postpaid order cards opposite, or call 800-462-0211 and charge to MC or VISA.

The Only Magazine Devoted to Period-Inspired Home Design.
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THE KITCHEN SINK
Porcelain, soapstone, steel: period-defining sinks from butler’s pantry to the Fifties. (page 48)

STREAMLINED ART MODERNE
One couple (with a passion for Deco and mid-century design) knew just how cool this unusual house could be. (page 42)

KEEPING IT CLASSIC
Colonial Revival houses are ubiquitous in neighborhoods nationwide. With a neutral period palette, the interior of this one is the epitome of grace. (page 34)

THE ART OF LIGHTING
Artful lamps date to early in the electric era, but the beauty of today’s work is unrivaled. (page 50)

POSH LOOKS FOR OLD VENTS
For the heating system, these grilles, registers, and radiator covers do right by the house. (page 56)
The house has an old-fashioned elegance, with great proportions and plenty of light. The 1940s Duncan Phyfe-style dining table and chairs belonged to grandparents.

Keeping it CLASSIC

Unsympathetically renovated in the 1970s, the still-classic Colonial Revival is now the epitome of grace, with a neutral palette that allows rooms to flow seamlessly and shows artwork and heirlooms to best effect.
SHE'S BEEN painting since age 10 and she majored in art in college, so it's no surprise that Jenny Harmon–Scott became a successful color consultant and designer, inspired as she is by the opalescent wing of a beetle, the sheen of an old coin, the romantic glow of a painting by Turner. And so when she and her husband Shay purchased a 1927 Colonial Revival in the historic Irvington neighborhood of Portland, Oregon, she knew what it needed: a palette of period colors. The house had an old-fashioned yet comfortable elegance, with generous, open rooms that boast good proportions, handsome moldings and woodwork, and wall space to display Jenny's art. This house would be a perfect setting for their family heirlooms, including paintings handed down from her grandparents, a pump organ used by Shay's great-grandfather (who was a traveling Bible salesman), and a handsome mahogany sideboard from Jenny's grandparents.

Still, the house needed updates. Built by a Scottish contractor, Robert B. Beat, it was structurally sound, but a misguided renovation during the '70s had left its mark: a living room painted an unsettling green and the dining room too-bright pink; the kitchen cramped and uninviting with dark particle-board cabinets hung in the center of the room and floral wallpaper in orange and gold. And so here's where they started. Overbearing cabi-

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN | PHOTOGRAPHS BY WILLIAM WRIGHT

ABOVE: This 1927 Colonial Revival house, a familiar type nationwide, is in a historic neighborhood in Portland, Oregon. LEFT: Homeowner Jenny Harmon–Scott is a painter, color consultant, and designer. For the interior, she chose quiet period colors that flow room to room, and are a neutral backdrop to paintings and artwork.
Taking a cue from the Batchelder tiles, Jenny chose Pratt and Lambert’s ‘Light Coffee’ for the walls.

ABOVE: Soft neutrals in the original Batchelder tiles suggested a “light coffee” color for walls. Brass andirons warm the browns. Leather club chairs join an English-style rolled-arm sofa. A 19th-century oil hangs over the fireplace. LEFT: Rusted black iron candlesticks accentuate the red tones in the tiles.

nets were scrapped in favor of straightforward paneled units copied from an original corner cabinet in the adjoining breakfast room. Jenny used her painter’s eye to choose a palette of complex neutrals, warm but not overpowering, reflecting the Colonial Revival house. Benjamin Moore’s ‘Sweet Innocence,’ a pale grey with a hint of violet, was used on the walls to bring light into the room; stainless-steel Viking appliances and nickel hardware diffuse and warm the refracted light. Smoky-grey Arizona ceramic tiles with a hint of red were chosen for the counters and floor, adding depth with the appearance of soapstone (but without the maintenance). A mix of antiques and family furnishings add character and personality: weathered, 19th-century pine chairs from Jenny’s family farm in Kansas, a vintage maple
work table, a Colonial Revival gate-leg table that sits in the breakfast alcove.

The upstairs main bath was next, submerged as it was in water-lily wallpaper in garish blues, purples, and greens, clashing sharply with peeling beige Formica countertops. Mirrors hung on all four walls magnified the discordance. The room was torn down to its lath and plaster and sensibly redone in a period-appropriate design. White subway tiles line the walls and the floor is tiled in black-and-white one-inch hexes, very probably the original scheme. A frosted-glass window original to the room was carefully cleaned. When walls were taken down to the studs, the ghost of the original medicine cabinet was obvious; its original door was discovered tucked away in a basement corner, so the cabinet was faithfully re-created. A clawfoot enameled tub from Rejuvenation, vintage-style pedestal sinks, and the company’s polished-nickel ‘Deschutes’ light fixtures and hardware give the bath an early-20th-century look, yet the bathroom is up-to-date and convenient.

Jenny’s talent for color is on display in the living room, which had been a startling spearmint green, not a good choice to go with the tertiary terracottas of the Batchelder tiles in the fireplace. Taking a cue from the lovely tiles, Jenny chose Pratt & Lambert’s ‘Light Coffee,’ a warm and sandy brown, for the walls. Furnishings were chosen for their color and their design, adding contrast in an integrated manner. Brass andirons add depth to the brown walls; rusty wrought-iron candlesticks accentuate the red in the tiles;
the covers of old books stacked on tables complement blue and green highlights in the tiles. Chocolate-brown velvet curtains replaced insulated foam shades. Honey-tone woods were chosen for the furniture, leather club chairs with an English-style rolled-arm sofa from Rejuvenation. Paintings add discreet color accents; one of Jenny's favorites is a late-19th-century oil from her grandparents’ home, now hung above the mantel. Timeless harmony is the result of small things: doors missing from the adjoining sunroom were milled and hung; plastic switch-plate covers were replaced with brass ones; a 1920s French chandelier was installed overhead.

The dining room had been painted bubble-gum pink. Jenny chose the aged-looking gold tones of Pratt & Lambert's 'Ventana' to bring the room a sophisticated, early-20th-century look. The creamy-gold walls are the perfect

**ABOVE:** In the kitchen, the maple work table is vintage and old pine chairs came from Jenny's family farm in Kansas. Countertops and floor are covered in ceramic tile. **BELOW:** A pale grey paint with violet undertones is sophisticated in the kitchen, with its nickel fittings. A Colonial Revival gateleg table is in the breakfast room beyond.
Colonial Revival Color: FIVE TIPS

Neutral, calming colors that include soft greys, off-whites, and tans are the basis of a sophisticated palette that complements the classical elegance of Colonial Revival homes and interiors.

1. Think of the house as a whole, and chose colors that flow from room to room.
2. Good paint is worth the investment. Cheap paints fade and look dull quickly.
3. The finish is key. Jenny favors soft matte and eggshell finishes on the walls, with satin or semi-gloss for the woodwork, because higher sheen gives molding depth to frame the walls. (Higher gloss is also easier to wipe clean.)
4. Greys are tricky and change with the light and adjacent colors. Use a crisp white to tone down and neutralize grey; a softer off-white with yellow or pink undertones will warm grey.
5. Be careful with taupe, essentially a warm grey-beige. Jenny likes to use taupe with gold or green rather than with red or pink, to keep the palette harmonious.

COLONIAL REVIVAL PALETTERES

The Colonial Revival palette is generally lighter and more greyed than original colonial-era colors, but all of the collections below are a good place to start.

- BENJAMIN MOORE ‘Historic Color Collection’: benjaminmoore.com
- Farrow & Ball traditional colors and finishes: farrow-ball.com
- FINE PAINTS OF EUROPE ‘Mount Vernon Estate of Colours’: finepaintsofeurope.com
- HISTORIC COLORS OF AMERICA authorized by Historic New England: californiapaints.com
- HOMESTEAD HOUSE PAINT CO. oil and acrylic paints based on traditional milk paints: homesteadhouse.ca
- OLD FASHIONED MILK PAINT CO. ‘Authentic Colors’: milkpaint.com
- PRATT & LAMBERT ‘Color Guide for Historical Homes’: prattandlambert.com
- PRIMROSE/OLDE CENTURY COLORS ‘Simulated Milk Paint’ and modern formulations in traditional colors: oldecenturycolors.com
- REAL MILK PAINT CO. ‘Traditional Blends’: realmilkpaint.com
- Valspar ‘Belle Grove’ and ‘Woodlawn’ collections, Historic Colors: valspar.com
- Also VALSPAR AT LOWE’S ‘Colonial Revival Colors’, Color by Architecture: valsparatlowes.com
The bathroom was torn down to its lath and plaster and sensibly redone in a period-appropriate design.
It may look utterly original, but the upstairs bath was a do-over. This version is period-perfect with black and white tiles and nickel fittings. The restored window with frosted glass was original to the room. CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT: Contemporary pieces mix with antiques in the bedroom, where a ca. 1890 oil of Copenhagen hangs over the bed. The staircase has gilded wrought-iron railings. Shay Scott and Jenny Harmon-Scott in the sitting area at one end of the living room.

complement for the red mahogany tones of Jenny's grandfather's 1940s Duncan Phyfe-style dining table and chairs, as well as the gilt frames of oil paintings hung on the walls. An inlaid mahogany sideboard (also from her grandparents) displays family silver, and an early-20th-century brass chandelier and moss-colored velvet draperies complete the return to classical Colonial Revival refinement.

In entry hall and stairwell, Jenny wanted something enduring, a color tolerant of scrapes and scratches that would also highlight the gleam of the gilded wrought-iron railings and provide a backdrop for more oils and etchings. She chose Pratt & Lambert's 'Silver Mink,' a powdery grey that's quiet and welcoming and also complements the burgundy and blue jewel tones in the oriental carpet runner on the staircase.

Upstairs, the master bedroom runs the width of the house. Even though it has its own fireplace, it was cold and uninviting, painted a restless peach. Jenny settled on Pratt & Lambert's 'Pearl White' in an eggshell finish, lending tranquility and making the most of the light. Furnishings here include a mix of contemporary pieces and antiques, including a ca. 1890 oil of Copenhagen hung over the bed.

Drawn to the wide, westerly windows that let afternoon light stream inside even on the Pacific Northwest's infamously rainy days, Jenny chose the generous third floor for her studio. Here she can be found painting her latest portrait or quietly pondering colors for a design project. She says color is the foundation of good historical design.
“W e hadn’t been in the house six hours,” says Daniel Donnelly, “when we tore off the existing mantelpiece—a boxy faux-Georgian affair with dentil moldings. The original cast-concrete mantel was still there underneath it!” An unusual house to begin with, the Streamline-style or Art Moderne residence had been artlessly “modernized” in recent decades, so it took people with vision to restore it. Daniel and Patricia Donnelly were up to the challenge. As dealers in Mid-century Modern furnishings with a love of Art Deco, they immediately recognized the potential of the 1939 house, which was designed by architect Thomas Parker for the portrait photographer Thomas McEvoy.

Determined to preserve the property despite their family’s need for more space, they found extra room without changing the original footprint. “We added a bedroom by going under the house and expanding the basement,” Daniel explains—instead of adding a wing, a common solution.

Unlike the concrete mantel, the balustrade of the main staircase was long gone. Having been in the busi-

STREAMline

An Art Moderne house is usually the oddball in the neighborhood, and that’s true of this one in Alexandria, Virginia. But one couple knew just how cool it could be.

BY DAN COOPER | PHOTOGRAPHS BY STEVE GROSS & SUSAN DALEY
Rooms are furnished with choice pieces from the collection of the owners, who are dealers and designers of Modern furniture.
“As early as 1984, I was prowling the back-roads of western Pennsylvania looking for Mission and Modern.”
BRINGING WORK HOME, OR HOME TO WORK?

What they love is what they do. The Donnellys started out as dealers of vintage pieces, but have expanded their product line to include reproductions of classic Mid-century Modern pieces—and design services. "We can adapt our pieces in scale and material, as the client wishes." The company's inventory includes a diverse collection of vintage design and their own current production along with re-introduced classics by Herman Miller, Isokon Plus, Modernica, Vitra, and Fritz Hansen. They also offer custom upholstery services and have a superior selection of fabrics. Stock includes seating furniture, cabinets, and lighting, including pieces designed by Daniel Donnelly. DANIEL DONNELLY DESIGN STUDIO, Alexandria, VA: (703) 549-4672, daniel donnelly.com

OPPOSITE: The dining room has a mural of the Harlem River Bridge composed of inlaid Formica. ABOVE: The Streamline Moderne residence was built in 1939 and has been restored by appreciative owners.

ness since the 1980s, the Donnellys just happened to have salvaged the aft staircase of the S.S. United States, which they adapted for installation. With its graceful metalwork lines, it appears original to the house. The 1930s lighting fixtures had been replaced, too, so the couple put in their own favorite period pieces, such as the Kurt Versen sconces in the parlor.

The stylish house all but demanded furnishings of the same design period, and who better to pull it off than two impassioned collectors? "I was conscripted into the estate-auction business by my auctioneer father and my interior-designer mother," laughs Daniel Donnelly. "As early as 1984, I was prowling the back-roads of western Pennsylvania looking for Mission and Modern."

Twenty-five years of collecting has yielded an impressive assemblage, and rooms reveal a discerning eye. Hung on
a dining-room wall is a striking mural of the Harlem River Bridge, composed of inlaid Formica. “It’s part of a 50-long mural of New York City from the Woolworth’s on 5th Avenue done before laser-cutting,” Daniel remarks. “The mural is an amazing piece.” The room also features graceful aluminum furniture by Warren McArthur: “He based his work on neoclassical forms, and it’s comprised of individual elements stacked and connected by internal tension rods.”

Beyond appreciating the furniture and decorative objects, visitors also notice the abundance of house plants. “After indulging our love for the furniture of this era, I became obsessed with how plant forms reference the items in the collection,” says Daniel. The theme carries through the house and to the outdoor dining area, which incorporates vintage architectural panels offset by a lush array of plantings and more furniture from the Donnellys’ collection.
"I became obsessed with how plant forms reference the items in the collection—for example, the bamboo on the feet of the Italian console table in our foyer."

---
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Victorian era to 1950s (clockwise from below): Butler’s pantry sinks are the likely models for Victorian Revival kitchens. A salvaged soapstone sink helps evoke the period 1890–1915 in an old Shingle-style house. This original wall-mount sink was rescued from the basement of a 1935 Tudor house. Chrome and laminate define a surviving ’50s kitchen.
PLANNING A PERIOD-INSPIRED kitchen? Don't overlook the sink! True, it's the cabinets that most define a kitchen. But cabinets are often designed in consideration of the sink—as when a stone sink and countertops are integrated, or if a sink with apron or backsplash is to be set into furniture, or when a salvaged 1930s sink on legs suggests at least one unfitted wall.

Depending on the period, you may choose a salvaged or reproduction sink—porcelain on cast iron, soapstone, stainless steel—that's just like what would have been in an earlier kitchen. Other times an allusion to the original works better than a direct copy. For example, a plumbed sink can be made to look much like a ca. 1840 dry sink (which would have been a metal-lined trough set into a simple base cabinet).

Sinks varied by era, material, and region. Soapstone and slate have been popular for sinks since the 18th century in New England, but not so much in areas without quarries—the stone was simply too difficult and expensive to ship. In more upscale homes, Victorian butler's pantries had fine copper or German silver sinks, often with marble counters. These are models for sinks and countertop arrangements today, because Victorian Revival kitchens are more akin to large butler's pantries than they are to 19th-century cook-rooms and sculleries.

Porcelain-on-cast-iron sinks became popular in the 1890s with new firing technology, and became the most common sink type by the 1920s. The first generation of porcelain kitchen sinks had furniture-like legs. Wall-mounted sinks followed and, in the 1930s, porcelain in colors such as sand and green; white has always been the most popular color, however. Then came the porcelain basin, mounted in a wood or metal base.

Monel, a lightweight metal alloy, was introduced to great acclaim in the 1920s but was replaced by stainless steel during the 1940s, when copper and other metals were needed for the war effort. In the late 40s and 1950s, steel was used for countertops as well as sinks.

Faucet placement is another cue to period. The dry sink was adapted for the pump, then for two spigots (hot and cold) through the back wall. Mixer faucets that had two separate handles but one delivery spigot date to the early 1920s but weren't considered mandatory until the 1940s. The single-handle faucet so popular in modern plumbing actually dates to 1937 and became common by the 1960s.

Contemporary fashion, too, has its place even in old houses, where bathrooms and kitchens have always been updated regularly. The glass or ceramic "vessel" sink, pronounced hard to clean by some early adaptors, can be an artistic reference to the old washbowl. Concrete for sinks and countertops is trendy, but to the extent that the material emulates stone, it's an appropriate choice. The very popular, deep "farmhouse" sink with a finished front apron is practical and conjures up stone and European antecedents.

ABOVE: In a kitchen carefully planned to fit a 1925 bungalow, an old-fashioned porcelain sink with backsplash is set into a vented base cabinet. The reproduction American Standard spigot with soap dish was a ubiquitous fitting a bit later.
Artful lamps with pottery or bronze bases and shades of mica or leaded and stained glass made their appearance early in the electric era: Tiffany's creations come to mind. But the beauty of today's art lamps is unrivaled.

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN

It probably started with Thomas Edison; after all, naked light bulbs were considered by some potentially harmful to the eye. Lamps with shades of stained glass were not only beautiful, but also screened glare. Inspired by the "shimmering wings of butterflies and the neck feathers of pigeons," colorful glass first produced by Tiffany and Steuben was all the rage until World War I, when austerity gripped the nation and fancy glass was deemed superfluous. Now, thanks to the burgeoning restoration movement, glowing art lamps and shades are once again in fashion and integral to period home design.

I decided to visit a few of OHI's favorite art-glass lamp studios to see how their works of art are created. You certainly don't have to be old-fashioned to appreciate the beauty. Pasadena-based Evan Chambers, for instance, is only 28 years old and founded Pavonine Glass after a college course introduced him to art glass production. (Pavonine means "resembling the feathers of a peacock.")
A talented metalsmith as well as a glass blower, Evan makes all of the metal parts and fittings for his lamps and even hand-casts the bronze bases. Evan creates hurricane lamps, hanging chandeliers, table lamps, and wall sconces, each marked by a delicate feathering of colors that shimmer with golds and brilliant peacock blues; an individual lamp takes up to 40 hours to make.

Louis Comfort Tiffany is credited with spearheading the art-glass movement, but vintage Tiffany lighting has remained beyond the reach of most. Then Irwin Terry and Bill Campbell opened Century Studios in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1986. Drawing on their training in the fine arts, they create some of the finest Tiffany reproductions available, using the same labor-intensive techniques Tiffany used more than a century ago. Only the best hand-rolled, American-made opalescent art glass is used, and color is carefully modulated to flow evenly with each design; it's hard to tell their re-creations from the originals. Terry and Campbell wanted me to pass on a few tips to those choosing a leaded-glass lamp. They say to make sure the lead or solder lines are smooth and finished, and the lower edge of the shade is even. Don’t forget to examine the whole lamp: Good ones will have a patina applied to the base so that it blends seamlessly with the lead lines in the glass shade above.

BERKELEY-BASED Sue Johnson has been designing art glass and custom lamps for more than 30 years. Working with talented local glass artists, she transforms their jeweled-toned vases into glowing lamps, wiring inside their bases with three-way lights to allow the advantage of illuminating base alone, shade alone, or both together for multiple light levels. Handmade shades crafted from mica, hand-cut paper, or parchment (with Japanese Tsuru paper borders) add an extra dimension of texture and color. Her designs are inspired by nature; consider an amber mica shade ornamented with pepper leaves and drag-
onflies. Some are pure whimsy, like the mermaids on a table lamp base or bats flitting around a translucent mica shade. (For maintenance, which is minimal, Sue says to clean regularly with a soft feather duster.)

Not all vintage glass lampshades were hand-blown. Often they were manufactured and embellished with hand-drawn, etched, or stenciled patterns and designs. Tania Maxwell of the online Lamp Glass catalog points out that decorative shades were used in nearly every room of the house: student or banker shades on lamps in the study, Gone with the Wind-esque globes on table lamps, cased and clear glass shades on chandeliers and wall sconces. Lamp Glass provides a wide assortment of reproduction glass shades and makes shopping for period-appropriate lighting much more
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No, not that William Morris. This one lives with his wife, Renee, and five children in the historic town of Benicia in the San Francisco Bay area. A shop machinist and licensed cabinetmaker by trade, Morris had a successful business building kitchens and staircases, and even the occasional fitting, as when a lampshade client asked him to make a few bases for her in 1994. He so enjoyed the process of creating unique and individual lamps, it wasn’t long before he opened his own custom lamp studio.

Finding meaning in his work is essential to him, and the Arts & Crafts philosophy that values handcraft guides him as he is inspired by nature to put care and spirit into each lamp. Working in a true guild mindset, he builds his lamps starting with bases made by fellow contemporary artisans: ceramic pots from Ephraim Faience, opalescent vases from Pavonine Glass and Lunderg Studios. His wife contributes her artistry in designing glowing mica and parchment shades at one with nature, each individually decorated with dried leaves she’s collected: oak, ginkgo, eucalyptus, pepper tree, and Japanese maple. That energy and glow in each Morris Studio lamp is the spirit of community.

affordable; if you can’t afford a real Tiffany lily shade (around $3,000), try one of Lamp Glass’s reproductions for $15. Especially helpful is their web site’s “How To Measure” section, which takes the guesswork out of ordering the right size and style of shade.

Exotic, glowing color is what makes Lundberg Studios’ lamps uniquely beautiful. Located in the small California coastal town of Davenport, they have been designing art-glass lamps for more than 30 years. Everything is painstakingly done by hand; craftspeople melt all of their own colors using sand and minerals, then gather layers of colored glass and delicately trail on colored lines. The molten material is then carefully pulled into the desired shape by first rolling and twisting it, then blowing the glass into a mold or sometimes manipulating it freehand with a “jack” tool. Lundberg Studios produces everything from art-glass lamps and shades to vases and perfume bottles, each a unique piece of art.

Barry Friedman apprenticed with one of the oldest stained-glass studios in the country, J. and R. Lamb Studios in New York. Since 1973 he has been producing exquisitely detailed stained-glass windows and lighting, working from a historic church in Vermont. He uses multicolored sheets of opalescent glass; the rich colors, patterns, and textures remind us of Tiffany’s work. Making each shade is a laborious process: a wooden form is constructed, the design drawn over it on heavy paper or acetate, and then cut out with special double shears. The form is then waxed with melted beeswax, and the individual mosaics of glass are applied. When the design is finalized, the edges of each piece of glass are wrapped with a thin-gauge copper foil and then held together with a bead of lead solder. Once the shade is finished, the form is heated, the wax melted, and the shade lifted off; the interior is then finished in a similar process. A bronze patina is applied to the solder to match the base and hardware for the finishing touch. The three-dimensional look is best appreciated with low-wattage bulbs in clusters of four to eight, to avoid glare and hot spots in the glass.
Ax Handle Stool
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Dress up the visible evidence of your heating system with period-appropriate grilles, registers, and radiator covers.

Posh Looks for Old Vents by Mary Ellen Polson

In the grand scheme of things that need attention in an old house, heat registers and cold air returns are easy to overlook. The same can’t be said, however, for radiators that have seen one too many coats of badly applied paint. Luckily, there are period decorating solutions that can transform the looks of the devices that deliver hot and cold air to your rooms, from forced hot air to radiant baseboard heat and mini-duct systems.

The simplest items to replace are grilles, which cover heat registers and cold air returns. A faceplate for the vent that delivers heat or air conditioned air, grilles are usually rectangular or square. They’re placed low on a wall or in the floor next to the wall. A register is a functioning part of the heating system, controlling the flow of heated air from the furnace (look for a damper or louvers behind the grille). Cold air returns, which are much larger than either grilles or registers, exhaust cold air back to the furnace for reheating. In homes with mini-duct systems, warm and cool air flows in through small, porthole-like ducts in the ceiling.

Thanks to precision-cut technology, the number of grille and register patterns has grown exponentially in just the past five years. Choices range from the basic slot or eggcrate styles in wood to intricate patterns replicated from Beaux Arts originals in a choice of metals and finishes, as well as paintable resins.

Wood grilles can be made in the same species as your floor and stained to match. Metal grilles and registers feature perforated patterns in ageless motifs that include honeycomb, basketweave, teardrop, scroll, quatrefoil, shell, cane, and many others. Choose a pattern that complements other design details in your house, or that’s associated with the period: a register with a quatrefoil pattern, for example, in an Italianate or Gothic Revival house, or a honeycomb pattern in a house with hex tile floors.

The high-velocity vents that come with mini-duct systems may be small, but they stick out like a sore thumb in the houses old enough to need them. The covers can be painted to match the ceiling, or dressed up with decorative covers made of resin that match intricate trim molding.

Since cold air returns tend to be much larger and more visible than registers, treat them with extra care. Options range from beautifully detailed patterns in various metals and finishes (either match the pattern to the one chosen for the registers, or choose a slightly grander one) to lou-
ver styles in wood that closely match the woodwork in your home. The latter idea works especially well in rooms with paneling or wainscoting. Done right, the return will disappear into the woodwork!

Ugly radiators that can't be improved by scraping and painting can be hidden beneath a radiator cover. (There are even covers for baseboard units; the ones from OverBoards include fluted Federal and raised-panel styles.) Whether wood or metal, these devices are now old enough to be considered historic. ARSCO Manufacturing, for instance, has been making radiator covers since 1934. Metal covers feature decorative grilles in many of the same patterns as grilles and registers, including Grecian, cloverleaf, and cane patterns. Wood covers can be as simple as a spindled or slatted box in oak or another wood of your choice, or as elaborate as a custom built-in that covers an entire wall.

Upgrade the look of baseboard units with covers like this raised panel design from OverBoards.

Reggio Register has been offering grilles and register covers in eggcrate, slot, and scroll designs for more than 30 years.

Registers and GRILLES

- **ACORN MANUFACTURING** (800) 835-0121, acornmfg.com Cast-iron grilles in early 20th-century patterns
- **ALL AMERICAN WOOD REGISTER** (815) 356-1000, allamericanwood.com Wood vents and registers in 60 species, cut from a single piece of wood
- **ARCHITECTURAL GRILLE** (800) 387-6267, archgrille.com Custom grilles in aluminum, brass, bronze, or stainless steel in any size or finish
- **CAPE COD AIR GRILLES** (800) 547-2705, ccaigirlieves.com Eggcrate, slot grilles in 30 wood species; high velocity covers
- **CLASSICAIRE WOODVENTS** (800) 545-8368, classivents.com Supply, return, and specialty grilles in red oak, white oak, maple, etc.
- **DECORATOR'S SUPPLY** (800) 792-2093, decoratorssupply.com Decorative grille covers in period styles in dozens of sizes and designer finishes
- **GRATE VENTS** (815) 459-4306, gratevents.com Wooden floor grates in eggcrate and louver styles
- **HEATREGISTERS.COM** (509) 535-5098, heatregisters.com Wood and metal in honeycomb, basketweave, teardrop, and Mission patterns
- **HAMILTON SINKLER** (866) 900-3326, hamiltonsinkler.com Registers in classic scroll, domed, and interlocking patterns in architectural finishes
- **IRON AGE DESIGNS** (206) 276-0925, ironageregisters.com Decorative cast metal register covers; grates for outdoor drainage applications
- **LAURELHURST FAN CO.** (971) 570-3131, laurelhurstfancompany.com Decorative grilles and ventilation fan covers in period styles in choice of powder-coated finishes
- **REGGIO REGISTER** (800) 880-3090, reggioregister.com Wood and metal grilles and registers, all in period designs
- **WAINLANDS** (800) 843-9237, wainlands.com, **REJUVENATION** (888) 401-1900, rejuvenation.com Registers and grilles in dozens of historic patterns (honeycomb, crossed circle, shell, diamond, etc.), cut to exact specifications
- **WORTH HOME PRODUCTS** (868) 384-9400, worthhomeproducts.com Paintable louvered wood return-air grilles

RADIATOR Covers

- **ARSCO MANUFACTURING CO.** (800) 543-7040, beautifulradiators.com Custom-fit steel radiator covers in three grille patterns (Grecian, cloverleaf, and cane) and six standard and unlimited custom powder-coated colors
- **MONARCH PRODUCTS** (201) 507-5551, monarchcovers.com Radiator enclosures in grillework designs, plus custom options
- **MISSION WOODWORKING** (877) 848-5897, missionwoodworking.com Covers for electric, hot-water, and steam baseboard units in Mission and traditional styles
- **OVERBOARDS** (800) 835-0121, go-overboard.com Paintable cast aluminum baseboard covers in styles including raised panel, Shaker, and fluted Federal
- **RADIANT WRAPS** (973) 857-6480, radiantwraps.com Patterned, interlocking steel and aluminum slipcovers for baseboards in parquet, trellis, and other perforated patterns
- **WOODEN RADIATOR CABINET COMPANY** (800) 817-9110, woodenradiatorcabinet.com Furniture-quality radiator enclosures in Shaker and Prairie-inspired patterns, built mostly from solid oak.
In recent years, architectural hardware has reached an apex not seen since the Gilded Age. By Mary Ellen Polson

Jewelry for the House

One of the many reasons to fall in love with an old house is the original hardware, which, from front entry set to door hinges and window locks in the upstairs hall, can be highly decorative. Unfortunately, it's the rare Queen Anne or Colonial Revival that comes with all of its hardware intact. As for original knobs and pulls on kitchen cabinets, well, let us know if you find any.

Thanks to the growth of period-inspired creations over the past 30 years, it's become much easier to outfit a house with good quality replacements. Lately, however, hardware makers have gone beyond reproduction in a quest for innovative designs that marry time-tested techniques like lost-wax casting to 21st-century precision cutting. The result is exquisite items that truly deserve to be called jewelry for the house.

Take the Pearly Peapod set from Notting Hill Decorative Hardware, for example. This hand-tinted set in pewter resembles a brooch and ring, but the larger be-pearled piece is a drawer pull and the smallest one is a cabinet knob. (Notting Hill works with artists to create its designs, which are made in a fine arts foundry.)

New hardware reaps the rewards of the artisan crafts movement. At Knobworks Vermont, buyers can choose from lines like Borealis or State House, where the blown-glass knobs come in period-friendly colors like amethyst and ruby, or Scholar, where each wooden knob is hand-turned in unique species like bird's-eye maple or walnut burl. But there's no trade-off in terms of performance: Entry sets are engineered to work with either tubular or mortise hardware. In a similar vein but different spirit, it's never been easier to find hand-forged hardware custom tailored by a real blacksmith.

Larger manufacturers have introduced entire hardware suites that include not only investment-cast entry sets, but also house numbers, refrigerator pulls, clavos, and strap hinges for garage doors—often in luxurious materials the Victorians could only dream about. At the high end of the market, it's safe to say that if a material...
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HAND-FORGED IRON HARDWARE
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- Strap Hinges & Pintles
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- Large Inventory

Also, the finest in Hand-Made Lanterns, Sconces & Chandeliers, Door Knobs & Leversets, Pewter, Tin, Redware & Much More!
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Families Have Saved Up To 50% On Heating Costs
And never have to buy fuel — oil, gas, kerosene, wood — ever again!

Your Benefits with Hydro-Sil:
- Slash heating cost with Hydro-Sil
- Furnace free — duct free
- Lifetime warranty. No service contracts
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- UL listed
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OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS 59
BRASS, BRONZE, & More

- BALL AND BALL (800) 257-3711, ballandball.com Reproduction 18th-century brass and iron
- CHARLESTON HARDWARE CO. (866) 958-8626, charlestonhardwareco.com Historic Charleston suites; antique
- CROWN CITY HARDWARE (800) 950-1047, restoration.com Reproductions in brass, crystal, iron
- HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE (888) 223-2545, hoah.biz Historic reproductions
- FRANK ALLART & CO. (888) 582-9110, frankallart.com Full range of architectural hardware
- HAMILTON SINKLER (866) 900-3326, hamiltonsinkler.com Cast bronze architectural
- HARDWARE BATH & MORE (800) 808-2284, bathlightingandhardware.com Period-inspired door, cabinet
- HERITAGE HARDWARE (505) 438-1864, heritagehardware.net Black, pewter, and oil-rubbed bronze
- HISTORIC HOUSEPARTS (888) 558-2329, historichouseparts.com Vintage and reproduction door, cabinet
- KNOBWORKS VERNONT (802) 310-4056, knobworks.com Brass, bronze, iron, and lathe-turned wood
- LOUIS FRASER (11) 44-1922-633-511, louisfraser.co.uk Decorative architectural
- NOBILUS (435) 744-0400, nobilusluxury.com Cast bronze
- REJUVENATION (888) 401-1900, rejuvenation.com Early 20th-century reproductions
- ROCKY MOUNTAIN HARDWARE (888) 788-2013, rockymountainhardware.com Bronze architectural
- SIGNATURE HARDWARE (888) 855-2284, signaturehardware.com Period-friendly door, cabinet
- VAN DYKE'S RESTORERS (800) 558-1234, vandykes.com Reproduction door and cabinet
- VON MORRIS CORP. (800) 646-6888, vonmorris.com Architectural hardware suites
- WILMETTE HARDWARE (800) 300-6762, wilmettehardware.com Reproduction hardware suites, cabinet hardware

FORGED & HAMMERED

(Iron, Steel, Copper)

- ACORN MANUFACTURING (800) 835-0121, acornmfg.com Hand-forged iron
- CRAFTSMEN HARDWARE (603) 376-2481, craftsmenhardware.com Hammered copper
- FISHER FORGE (610) 562-5425, fisherforge.com Custom forged metal
- HAMMERED HINGES (610) 593-0444, hammereddinges.com Wrought iron door, cabinet
- HERITAGE METALWORKS (610) 518-3999, heritage-metalworks.com Custom reproductions in brass, bronze, copper, steel, and wrought iron
- HISTORIC HOUSEFITTERS (800) 247-4111, historichousefitters.com Hand-forged iron; brass and pewter
- IRON APPLE FORGE (215) 794-7351, ironappleforge.com Early American forged
- KAYNE & SON CUSTOM HARDWARE (828) 667-8868, customforgedhardware.com Hand-forged interior and exterior
- MAGUIRE IRON CO. (800) 745-7784, maguireadh.com Forged black iron
- MILLHAM BLACKSMITH (508) 636-5437, millhamhardware.com Early American architectural
- OLD SMITHY SHOP (603) 672-4113, oldsmithyshop.com Authentic colonial hardware
- WILLIAMSBURG BLACKSMITHS (800) 248-1776, williamsburgblacksmiths.com Hand-forged colonial hardware

CABINET & FURNITURE Specialists

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS BY OUTWATER (800) 631-8375, outwater.com Period-inspired cabinet hardware
- BAUERWARE CABINET HARDWARE (415) 864-3886, bauerware.com Ceramic knobs, pulls
- HORTON BRASSES (800) 754-9127, hortonbrasses.com Brass furniture, cabinet
- LONDONDERRY BRASSES (610) 593-6239, londonderry-brasses.com Furniture hardware cast from originals
- NOTTING HILL DECORATIVE HARDWARE (262) 248-8990, nottinghillusa.com Period-inspired cabinet and furniture suites
- SMITH WOODWORKS & DESIGNS (908) 832-2723, nickeknobs.com Decorative wood and metal knobs and pulls

ANTE AND RESTORATION

Services

- AL BAR WILMETTE PLATERS (800) 300-6762, albarwilmette.com Hardware restoration; salvaged door hardware
- AMERICAN ANTIQUE HARDWARE (503) 399-8009, americanantiquehardware.com Specialties in Victorian-era hardware
- EUGENIA’S ANTIQUE HARDWARE (770) 458-1677, eugeniasantiquehardware.com Vintage entry hardware
- LIZ’S ANTIQUE HARDWARE (232) 999-4403, lizhardware.com Antique, vintage, and reproduction
- MATERIALS UNLIMITED (800) 299-9462, materialsunlimited.com Vintage and reproduction
- OLDE GOOD THINGS (888) 551-7333, oldegoodthings.com Vintage and antique hardware
- OLD ROSE HARDWARE CO. (800) 509-0022, oldrosehardware.com Working parts for antique hardware sets; cabinet pulls and knobs
- VINTAGE HARDWARE & LIGHTING (360) 379-9030, vintagehardware.com Antique and reproduction hardware

An Art Deco passage set from House of Antique Hardware boasts sunburst detailing.
Decorative cabinet and furniture hardware from Architectural Products by Outwater has been used in jewelry (gold, silver, cloisonné, platinum) it will make its way into decorative hardware, if only in a finish.

Speaking of finishes, they too are approaching a new gold standard. Most makers of fine hardware offer at least five: polished and antiqued brass, brushed and polished nickel, and a dark oil-rubbed bronze. The best go far beyond; for example, Wilmette Hardware offers more than 25 finishes for its period-inspired collections. With captivating names like butler silver and dirty nickel, many of these subtle, beautifully rendered finishes capture the kind of patina previously thought to come only from age.

For some folks, however, only antique or vintage originals will do. As long as companies like American Antique Hardware and Vintage Hardware & Lighting exist, that will always be an option. You may not be able to outfit an entire house with Eastlake passage sets, but there are still plenty of Neo-Grec keyhole covers and Tudor Revival doorknokers out there. A little searching should lead you to the perfect jewels to replace your lost treasures.
PERIOD-INSPIRED HOME DESIGN—
FIND IT ALL ON OLDHOUSE ONLINE!

Old-House Online - the preeminent source for all old-house design and restoration products. Powered by sister publications Old-House Journal and Old-House Interiors, this site showcases the unique products just right for your old-house project. Look here for beautiful, high quality, traditional or unique period decorating products for your home, from nickel bathroom accessories to fireplace tiles to heart-pine floors…and more:

- Peruse design categories from lighting to fixtures to flooring
- Find restoration and repair professionals to help you complete your projects
- See our comprehensive style guide to discover your home’s style
- Read about design and construction trends from the industry and beyond

Find what you’re looking for quickly and easily!

OLD-HOUSE ONLINE
Coming Fall 2009!

oldhouseonline.com
Introducing our new collection of Damask Wallpapers
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Early New England Homes
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Conklin's™
Authentic Antique Barnwood
& Hand Hewn Beams, Inc.

You can create a sense of warmth and elegant tradition in any room with recycled barnwood products from Conklin's.

18 Conklin Road Susquehanna, PA 18847
Phone: 570-465-3832
www.conklinsbarnwood.com
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CLASSIC ACCENTS INC.

- PUSH BUTTON LIGHT SWITCHES
- BEAUTIFUL HAND FORGED WALL PLATES

Family owned & operated and serving the old house community for 25 yrs. We redesigned and manufacture a complete line of PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES including PUSH BUTTON dimmers. We also carry over 25 beautiful hand forged and punched wall plates. Tassels, picture cord, molding hooks & more.

Call us 800 245 7742 * www.classicaccents.net

Classic Accents p.o. box 1181 Southgate, MI 48195
The Wood Factory
AUTHENTIC VICTORIAN MILLWORKS
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• Custom Sizes
• Tempered Glass
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Silver Bay Wicker Studio
Early 20th Century Inspired
Handcrafted
Wicker Lamps
silverbaywickerstudio.com
317.430.4775

Wood Shutters.
VixenHill.com
800-423-2766

Kayne & Son
Custom Hardware
100 Daniel Ridge Road, Dept OHI, Candler, NC 28715
828.867.8688 Catalog $5.00

www.CustomForgedHardware.com
Door Handles / Locks
Strap Hinges (functional & faux)
Forged Steel, Bronze & Copper
Kitchen & Hearth / Garage & Barn
Repairs/Restoration / Reproduction
Truly Hand Forged / Made in the USA

Touchstone Woodworks
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(330) 297-1313

www.touchstonewoodworks.com

The most important weekend of the year
for Arts & Crafts collectors.
— The New York Times
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Grove Park Inn Resort and Spa • Asheville, NC • Feb. 19-21, 2010
(828) 628-1915 • arts-craftsconference.com
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BARK HOUSES
I was amazed by the “Bark House Style” story [October 2009], not so much for the look of bark shingles on the outside, which seems like a throwback to rustic Adirondack houses, but because of the use of the materials indoors. The bark laminated kitchen cabinets are good-looking and I’ll bet they age well. —Gary Wallace
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

TV CAMO, CA. 1815?
In response to “TV Camouflage,” OHI October 2009: We collaborated with a local cabinetmaker, Dave Iman of Creative Cabinetry, to design a set of cabinets as a wall entertainment center (below and right) that would blend with our 1815 Pennsylvania stone farmhouse. I love the result, an attention-getter and centerpiece of the room. It provides us with lots of CD/DVD storage, space for our TV accessories such as DVD player, X-Box, cable box, and quilts and throws. —Denise D’Epagnier
via e-mail

WHO IS AL FLOUNDER?
I am the current owner of the house owned by silversmith Al Floud-

DESIGN CENTER Sourcebook—your guide to period-inspired home products!
This is the must-have sourcebook for the old-house enthusiast. The 220 pages of vintage home design companies and products showcased in this book will inspire both the beginner and the renovation specialist. Everything you’ll need to complete your dream project can be found here — from hardware and lighting to floor and wall treatments. Browse for ideas and inspiration, or search for suppliers. Whatever your need — the Design Center Sourcebook has the answer.

Order today at DesignCenterSourcebook.com or call 1-800-850-7279.
$19.95 includes shipping.
er in the 1920s. It is in the trophy-making city of Trumbull, Connecticut. Flouder did a lot of metalwork for his own Arts & Crafts-style home, before he sold it in 1957 and moved to Florida.

—BRIAN NAGOURNEY
via e-mail

Collector Paul Somerson of chicago silver.com responds: The name Al Flouder doesn’t ring a bell, but there were many silversmiths in New England in the 19th and 20th centuries. Near me, Taunton, Mass., called itself the “Silver City” because of its big silversmiths like Reed & Barton and F. B. Rogers. (It was also a big iron-making town, as bog iron was recovered from the local swamps, but for some reason they didn’t call themselves “Bog Iron City.”) The bigger companies had dozens of silversmiths in their employ, and there were quite a few boutique operations as well.
A selection of gift-worthy items chosen for you and yours by our advertisers. Find the perfect present for your home and like-minded friends—people who truly appreciate quality, artisanry, the unusual and the unique.

**BRADBURY & BRADBURY ART WALLPAPERS**
Historical designs bring to life period styles from the late 19th through the mid-20th century: Victorian, Arts & Crafts, and Modernism. View our entire collection online.

707-746-1900  
www.bradbury.com

**BRASS LIGHT GALLERY**
Circa 1930’s one-of-kind hand painted glass fixture from Brass Light Gallery’s Vintage Department. Largest selection of vintage/antique lighting, anywhere.

800-243-9595  
www.vintagebrasslight.com

**BUCKS COUNTY SOAPSTONE**
Remember the laundry sink in Grandma’s basement, the one that could handle anything? We have recreated and improved it for your laundry room. Visit our website to see more of our handcrafted sinks and countertops.

1199 Blue School Road  
Perkasie, PA 18944  
215-249-8181  
www.lovemysink.com

**COE STUDIOS**
Coe Studios solid bronze outdoor lighting offers fine craftsmanship, durability, eco-friendly LED lamping options, and a lifetime warranty. Call for a free catalog.

800-832-4482  
info@conantmetalandlight.com  
www.conantmetalandlight.com

**CONANT METAL & LIGHT, INC.**
Conant Metal & Light, Inc. is a creative designer, maker and restorer of fine lighting and decorative accessories. Turning interesting antique items into “repurposed lighting” is one of our specialties.

800-832-4482  
info@conantmetalandlight.com  
www.conantmetalandlight.com

**COOPER’S COTTAGE LACE**
We offer the largest and finest selection of Arts & Crafts lace curtains available for contemporary and historic interiors. Including designs from renowned artisans Dard Hunter, Yoshiko Yamamoto, Laura Wilder and Marion Mahony Griffin, and our newest designs from Bradbury & Bradbury Wallpapers.

866-579-5223  
www.cottagelace.com
COUNTRY CARPENTERS, INC.
326 Gilead St.
Hebron, CT 06248
860-228-2276
www.countrycarpenters.com

THE CRAFTSMAN HOMES CONNECTION
Ring in the new year with a hand made Upper Terrace doorbell! Made in the USA of ray flake quartersawn tiger stripe white oak. $199.95.
509-535-5098
www.crafthome.com

DAN THOMPSON INC., FINE PRINTS
These hand-illustrated, limited edition Architectural Prints of traditional homes and estates make a wonderfully unique gift and beautiful wall décor for any home or office.
www.danthompsonprints.com

EPHRAIM POTTERY
203 W. Lake St.
Lake Mills, WI 53551
888-704-POTS (7687)
www.ephraimpottery.com

THE GLEANER ANTIQUES
Established in 1987, our focus has always been on quality country furniture and accessories. Visit our shop or shop online for creative and inspiring vignettes. You'll love our large, ever-changing inventory.
1488 County Road 995
Ashland, OH 44805
419-281-2849
www.gleanerantiques.net

HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE
Discover beautiful hardware and lighting for every room in your house. Gorgeous glass door sets, cabinet knobs and more—there's something in every style and finish. Shop our new Period Home Collections for distinctive gift ideas.
802 NE Davis
Portland, OR 97232
877-223-2650
www.HOAH.biz

JAMES ARMSTRONG PAINTINGS
Holiday "Small Works" show and gallery-wide sale. Direct from the artist. Including new work in authentic vintage frames from the 1920-30s for your wall or the table-top. Visit the online showroom to view this unique collection.
9121 Windsor Rd.
Windsor, CA 95492
707-490-9438
www.ArmstrongGallery.com

RENOVATOR'S SUPPLY
Belle Époque Sink #12093 is crafted of Grade A vitreous china, it has a spacious countertop, elegantly tapered spindle legs, self-draining soap dish and protective splashguard rim.
www.rensup.com

THEATERLIFT.COM
Now you see it... Now you don't! Theaterlift offers a wide selection of TV cabinets that raise and lower your TV at the touch of a button. These beautiful wood cabinets also neatly store your video components and accessories.
611 Jeffers Circle
Exton, PA 19341
866-703-8270
www.Theaterlift.com
These excellent companies have placed advertisements in this issue; page numbers are shown here. Reach them by phone or through their websites.
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Resource boxes are included with many articles. This additional information has been compiled by the editors. Items not listed are either widely available, out of production, family pieces, or antiques.

**Bath Enclosures, p. 24–27**


**Keeping It Classic, p. 34–41**

**p. 38** Stainless steel appliances from Viking: vikingrange.com • Ceramic floor and countertop tiles from Arizona Olean: arizonatile.com • White subway tiles from subwaytile.com • B&W hexagon mosaic floor tiles from American Olean: americanolean.com • Tub and ‘Deschutes’ light fixtures in polished nickel from Rejuvenation: rejuvenation.com

---

**WILLIAMSBURG BLACKSMITHS**

3rd Generation Family-Owned

Made in the USA

800.248.1776

www.williamsburgblacksmiths.com

---

**Maple Grove Restorations, LLC**

Interior Raised Panel Shutters Raised Panel Walls Wainscoting

P.O. Box 396 Dept. OHI

Andover, CT 06232-0396

(860) 742-5432

www.maple-grove.com

Color Brochure: $2.00

---

**FIND SOLID ADVICE**

on building, renovating, and furnishing a home in the Arts & Crafts spirit four times per year! Celebrate the revival of quality and craftsmanship.

**ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES AND THE REVIVAL**

TO ORDER:

Visit ArtsAndCraftsHomes.com or call 800-967-3462.

Subscribe Today!
a great house

MICHAEL FITZSIMMONS helps clients with projects large and small, not only in Chicagoland but also in Virginia and Georgia, Michigan and New York state. (And he sells antiques of the Arts & Crafts movement and represents the best of today’s revival artisans.) A recent project was the makeover of this living room. Nothing in the room—not colors, furniture, fabrics, or the bland details—reinforced the architecture of the large and gracious period house. The family hardly used the room.

“The house called for an English approach—William Morris suited the house and the clients’ taste,” says FitzSimmons. “Those who know this period will recognize the shameless borrowing we did from Standen, the Webb-Morris collaboration.” Most obvious is the trim treatment on the overmantel, here adapted for the lower ceiling height. It incorporates the original mantel, which had some historical significance, and plays up the coved ceiling.

The casual arrangement of furniture, too, recalls the room at Standen. “The previous layout was very stiff,” FitzSimmons explains. “After the room was finished, one daughter told me that she likes to lie on the loveseat now and read—the room makes her feel like she is ‘in a magical garden where the squirrels don’t bite’. I took that as a compliment.”

FITZSIMMONS DECORATIVE ARTS, Oak Park, IL: (708) 763-8220, fitzdecarts.com

TOP: Inspiration came from the parlor at Standen, architect Philip Webb’s 1892 masterpiece in southwest Surrey, England. ABOVE: Lending theme and focus to the clients’ fireplace: an adaptation of the overmantel treatment from Standen’s parlor. CENTER: Original bookcases were remade in the inglenook at one end of the large living room.
SOY Gel™
Professional Paint & Urethane Remover
Lead-based Paint, Varnishes & Urethanes

100% Biodegradable • Non-Caustic & Non-Hazardous
Virtually No Odor • Made With 100% American Grown Soybeans

Scrape With Ease
Better Than New!

“SoyGel™ is the best stripper I have ever used! It made restoring my Grandmother’s cabinet a breeze - I’m actually looking forward to my next project!”
- Nanci M.

6 Hours Later!
No More Sanding!
Works on Horizontal and Vertical Surfaces

Safe and easy disposal
Prevents air born lead particles
Cleans up easily with water
100% Guaranteed

Call Today
1-800-538-5069
Shop Online!
www.franmar.com
Essential beauty and romance complementing a range of styles...

From period and arts & crafts to contemporary and transitional.

Bathtubs, showers, faucets, waterclosets and lavatories.

Cast iron bathtubs featuring titanium porcelain interiors, the most durable, scratch and stain resistant material on the market.

All bathtubs are now available with or without factory antislip.

Your complete satisfaction guaranteed, or we will replace the item or refund your money including all shipping charges, within 30 days of shipment.

The finest period bath fixtures since 1972.

SUNRISE - SPECIALTY
sunrisespecialty.com • 510-729-7277